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REPORT OF THE

INVESTIGATION INTO THE

COLLISION INVOLVING 

THE PASSENGER VESSEL 

“ST. CIARAN” AT NEW ROSS

ON 26TH JULY 2002.
The Marine Casualty
Investigation Board was
established on the 5th,
June 2002 under The
Merchant Shipping
(Investigation of Marine
Casualties) Act 2000

The copyright in the enclosed
report remains with the Marine
Casualty Investigation Board by
virtue of section 35(5) of the
Merchant Shipping (Investigation
of Marine Casualties) Act, 2000. No
person may produce, reproduce or
transmit in any form or by any
means this report or any part
thereof without the express
permission of the Marine Casualty
Investigation Board. This report
may be freely used for educational
purposes.
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1. SYNOPSIS.

1.1 On the 26th of July, 2002 the Passenger Vessel “St Ciaran” carrying 65 passengers
lost propulsive power whilst turning at New Ross Bridge. The vessel drifted
against the bridge and the passengers were evacuated onto the footpath. There
were no injuries sustained by the passengers or crew. There was no resultant
pollution observed as a result of this incident.
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2. FACTUAL INFORMATION 

2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE VESSEL
Class V Passenger Vessel
Approved Number of Passengers: 160 Plus 4 crew
Official No.: 400132
Gross Tonnage: 66.48
Register Tonnage: 57.76
Registered Length: 77.2 Feet
Engine: 6cylinder 75 BHP Gardner with

reduction gearbox & clutch

Owners: River Tourism Ltd.,
Bridge Quay,
New Ross,
Co. Wexford

The above Passenger Vessel is a floating restaurant and operates on the River 
Barrow out of New Ross. The vessel cruises both upstream and downstream of 
New Ross.
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3. EVENTS PRIOR TO THE INCIDENT

3.1 On the evening of the incident the “St. Ciaran” was returning to New Ross from
an upstream cruise with 65 Passengers and 7 Crew including the
helmsman/operator Mr. Mark Minihan. On approaching the O’Hanrahan Bridge,
which crosses the River Barrow at New Ross, Mr. Minihan made his normal
approach and reduced power before making a 180-degree turn to come alongside
the pontoon at the upstream side of the bridge. The pontoon is owned by the
company and used for embarking and disembarking passengers.
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4. THE INCIDENT

4.1 The “St. Ciaran” reacted normally until it had turned approximately 45 degrees
when a shudder was felt and the engine speed was noticed to have dropped. The
helmsman cut the throttle fully and then re-applied full power but this did not
have any effect and it became apparent that the “St. Ciaran” was drifting
without any propulsion power.

4.2 With the vessel starting to drift in the falling tide towards the bridge the
helmsman ordered the rope man to let go the anchor, which was done without
delay. Before the anchor took effect the vessel had drifted into the bridge
causing minor damage to the wheelhouse. Stern and bowlines were then made
fast to the bridge parapet in addition to the anchor. The falling tide assisted in
keeping the vessel held against the bridge pier where it was resting. The rope
man was then helped up on to the bridge and was able to walk on the bridge
footpath around to the pontoon where he collected a ladder and returned to the
bridge. The ladder was positioned from the bridge down to the vessel. Some
passengers then climbed the ladder safely on to the bridge and assisted in helping
more passengers in climbing the ladder. Help was also provided by the crew and
other passengers on the deck of the vessel to get people to climb up the ladder.
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5. EVENTS FOLLOWING THE INCIDENT

5.1 When most of the passengers had already been evacuated, the New Ross Fire
Brigade arrived and provided arc lighting as it was now becoming dark. The
firemen assisted in helping some remaining passengers who were particularly
nervous about climbing the ladder. When all passengers were safely evacuated a
bowline was attached between the vessel, through a fairlead on the pontoon and
from there to a winch on the Fire Engine. By means of this the vessel was winched
from the bridge and over to the pontoon and secured at approximately 00.45 hrs
on 27th July 2002.

5.2 Divers from the Hook Sub-Aqua Club were called in and on inspection found a
rope fouled in the propeller, which was the cause of the failure. The rope was
identified as being the stern line from the Starboard side of the “St. Ciaran”.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 It appears that the stern line had fallen into the water some time before the
vessel had arrived at the point in the river at which it was to make the 180-
degree turn for the pontoon. The line would have been streaming along behind
the vessel until the turn was commenced and then would have passed under the
vessel in way of the propeller becoming fouled with it and causing the resulting
failure. 

6.2 The stern lines were normally stowed on the roof of the Galley with one end of
the line remaining permanently attached to the vessel’s mooring bits on the main
deck below. It appears that the slack end of the starboard stern mooring line
entered the water. The helmsman or any other crewmember did not notice what
had happened until the incident occurred.

6.3 There were no injuries sustained by passengers or crew and none of the vessel’s
lifesaving appliances were required to be used.

6.4 The vessel was surveyed at the dry dock in New Ross and it was established that
the propeller, shaft and hull had not been compromised by the rope-fouling
incident.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 That the mooring lines/ropes in their entirety should be stowed securely and that
no loose ends should be allowed to hang down from vessel’s side.
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8. APPENDICES

8.1 Chart showing accident site.

8.2 Passenger Certificate Class V
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8.1 Chart showing accident site.
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